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Norm Augustine – Bethesda, Maryland 

 

It has been suggested that I provide a brief update for REALM…and I am honored to do so, 
having spent so much time over the years with colleagues in Central Florida.  I continue to 
count as one of the great privileges of my life to have served with the people who make up 
Lockheed Martin…people of enormous ability, dedication and, above all, integrity. 

Not long ago I happened to be at a meeting in Washington, D.C. and the attendees took turns 
introducing themselves, each with a title more impressive than the person before them.  When 
it came my turn, the best I could evoke was, “I’m Norm Augustine, an unemployed aerospace 
worker.”  Everyone laughed…but it is the truth!  In fact, the day after I retired I called the 
corporate headquarters and when I gave my name to the secretary she asked, “How do you 
spell that?” 

 

 

 

My retirement has been extremely rewarding, in part because I have three grandchildren (ages 
3 to 10) who live two miles from Meg and me.  Also, I had the opportunity to teach several 
years at my alma mater, Princeton.  The possibility of longer vacations has permitted me to 
travel more for pleasure than in the past (the present year to New Zealand, Dubai, Moscow, 
Australia, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, Burma, and the South Pole).  Last year my travel 
included a fascinating trip 7,000 miles across Russia on the Trans-Siberian Railroad. 

But the truth of the matter is that I seem to be working harder than I did when I was 
employed…mostly pro bono work on commissions for the government or serving charitable 
causes.  I have particularly enjoyed being involved in activities that are relatively new to me 
where the learning rate is correspondingly high.  These have included chairing commissions for 
the government on such topics as the application of systems engineering to the detection and 
treatment of Traumatic Brain Injury; defining the next accelerator for use in particle physics; K-
12 education; keeping nuclear weapons out of the hands of terrorists; assessing the 
organizational structure of The National Institutes of Health; and various other topics.  In some 
cases these efforts have had significant impacts…in others I’m afraid the opposite was true.  In 
the latter category the most disappointing was the Hart-Rudman Commission where we 
forecast well before 9/11 that terrorist actions would likely kill thousands of Americans if we 
didn’t take certain steps promptly.  (Incidentally, I was traveling by myself on a train from 



Beijing to Moscow along the Silk Route and found myself on the border of Afghanistan on 
9/11.  Poor timing.) 

 

According to my computer, during the 11 years I have been retired I have traveled by air the 
equivalent of three round-trips to the moon and by rail the equivalent of two trips around the 
earth’s equator.  Perhaps the best summary of the past 11 years comes from a fellow passenger 
who was sitting across from me on a flight from Los Angeles to Washington, D.C.  As usual, I 
was plowing through a briefcase full of papers.  As we landed he remarked, “Where do you 
work…I’ve never seen anyone work so hard.” To which I replied, “I’m retired!.”  His rejoinder 
was, “You need a job.” 

 

 

 

Maybe I do! 

 

Loretta Payne Coulter Parr  -  Orlando, Florida 

 

In April 1961, I began my The Martin Company (Martin Marietta Corporation) career as 
secretary on second shift for the Manufacturing manager.  From there I worked in the Shipping 
Department, RADA group, for various managers and their groups in Building 10 prior to and 
during the Communications and Electronics Division era.  The last person I reported to before 
the demise of the Division was Alex Logvin, who was the Chief Engineer for the Engineering 
Department.   He and I were two of the last people to leave Building 10 when C&E was 
disbanded.   We moved to the Main Plant into the Avionics Mission Area under the direction of 
Bob Jackson.   Ralph Parr opened the St. Louis Marketing Office in 1977 for the purpose of 
winning the TADS-PNVS contract.  He and I were married in 1979 and I left MMC and spent 
the next six years freezing cold in the winter months.  During that time, I met and have retained 
many great friends who were members of the AVSCOM family.   I’m sure Sevier Sabin 
remembers the many Christmas Eves receiving a “happy holiday” phone call from us around 
midnight when Ralph would be assembling toys for my three children!   

 

After returning from St Louis, I worked for the Westinghouse Electro-Optics Division as the 
Human Resources secretary.  After that I moved to Westinghouse Power Generation (now 
Siemens) as a Benefits Analyst.  When the benefits were outsourced in 1994, I re-entered the 
engineering scene as Administrative Assistant in the Gas Turbine Engineering Department – 
with more than 200 engineers.  There I stayed until I retired in 2005.   



 

In C&E, I have good memories of the many days and nights we were ‘burning the midnight oil’ 
working on proposals – one right after the other – wondering if we were going to complete them 
on time so Milt Barbour and his group (which sometimes – some of us became members of ) 
could compile the proposal into presentable documents.  Then we waited and hoped our efforts 
were good enough to win (which happened often!). 

 

My daughter, Frances, her husband (Chris) and two daughters live in Kenosha, Wisconsin.  My 
son, Rich, and his wife (Patty) live in Eustis with their two dogs, Lily and Rudy.  Janice, my 
youngest daughter, her husband (Mark) and their three children live nearby in Wedgefield.   

 

Retirement is wonderful!  As most retirees say, “I don’t know how I had time to work!”  Lately, 
I have spent a lot of time in Kentucky with family members who have dealt with health issues 
but hopefully I can stay home and do some fun things for awhile. 

 

G. Frank Woods  -  Orlando, Florida   

 

I was hired in August of 1959.  I worked in the paint shop in the General Services Building 
(GSB) which was located south of the "main plant".  Joe Tyminsky ran the show and Dick 
Nelson was the manager.  Tom Frank, Jack Borer, Tom McGregor and Joe Fillingham were 
the line supervisors.  I worked second shift from 4:30 PM until 1:00 AM.  We never saw the 
first shift personnel whose shift ended at 3:30 PM. (That had something to do with the 
parking situation.)  One thing I remember vividly was we never left our work area; we 
hardly ever went to the main plant.  One night I went from the paint shop over to the 
plating shop to look around.  Jack told me in a very unfriendly manner that I worked in the 
paint shop not the plating shop!  (I took the hint!)  

 

The first job I had was painting "U.S.ARMY" on the Lacrosse and Bullpup missiles along with 
markings on all the ground support equipment, trucks, launchers, etc.  We painted 
everything The Martin Company made.  Missile Master was the big electronic boon about 
that time.  After MM was BIRDiE which was another computer system.  I was asked if I 
could lay out a tracking pattern on a mock-up missile (no name was given).  It turned out 
to be a full-scale wooden model of the Pershing missile.  There was a guard at the door and 
my supervisor, Joe Fillingham, would escort me from the paint shop to the "closed room" in 
the main plant.  I had clearance to go in and work on the missile but Joe could not 
enter. (Later he obtained clearance to go in and see what I was doing.) Because I had done 
pin stripping on automobiles, I was able to paint a straight line on a curved surface.  If any 
of you recall, the first nose cone was conical.  I painted lots of tracking patterns after 
that.  I worked in the paint shop for ten years for Joe Tyminsky, Dick Nelson, Pete Slifker, 
Vernon Keene and others before being laid off in 1969.  During that time we painted 
Lacrosse, Bullpup, Missile Master, BIRDiE,  Walleye, Copperhead, Hellfire, Sprint and every 
other missile and support system built at Sand Lake.  Pershing missiles were marriaged 



(bolted together), loaded on a flat-bed tractor-trailer and driven after midnight to the Cape 
for launching.  One night I dropped a metal measuring scale inside the control 
package.  Time was critical and to retrieve the ruler meant opening up the missile.  I went 
to Mr. Slaughter, (he was always addressed as ‘Mister’) the DOD inspector, and admitted 
my dilemma.  He was a very strict inspector and I thought I may be terminated.  After a 
long chewing out he told me he would write the necessary papers to correct it.  I did not 
know it at the time, but the whole missile was taken apart for inspection and put back 
together before being launched at the Cape.  

 

 I was laid off for two years, but was called back in 1971 to the Maintenance 
department.  Seems someone had misspelled a full bird colonel's name on a parking space 
and Gus Papst was told to get a sign painter.  I was next for re-call so I returned and stayed 
until things got slow in 1993.  My Christmas present was another lay-off on December 23rd 
of 1993.  During my tenure in the Maintenance department I painted United Way road 
signs, Christmas banners, new building opening banners and all kinds of signs throughout 
the facility.  I have no regrets of the 34 years I worked there.  The pay was good and the 
working environment I experienced and things I saw are a treasure for a lifetime.  

 

Most folks will remember me as “Woody, the Sign Painter”.  I have been working at the 
Orange County Convention Center for the last thirteen years.  It’s an exciting place with all 
the different shows that come there – everything from airplanes, boats, automobiles, as 
well as the “Premier Beauty Show” which is a hair dresser and model convention.  It is quite 
interesting, to say the least!  All of this keeps me thinking young, so I just keep on working! 

  

 


